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Recently her friends most discussion is about NIKE famous American rap star Kanye West-date with the launch of Air Yeezy 2, this
twin set of millions of people in favor of sneakers on June 9 and shoes, fans met on time, not few friends to do so in the original price
to buy this pair of Air Yeezy 2. And in 2009 when the Air Yeezy just listed because Kanye West fame, plus this is the first time Nike
and non-athletes together to create shoes, once introduced to provoke a mad rush to buy shoes fans, when the issue price of $ 215
Air Yeezy 1 on ebay the price was more than 1000 US dollars Scoop. And some sites are Air Yeezy 2 for sale on the occasion of
bringing one-and two generations comparison chart details the shoes fans, so we are much more intuitive to see this pair of brand
new Air Yeezy 2 1 has compared what changes . 2 generation in the shape of a generation still uses the basic design, in the end,
laces and Velcro luminous soles are all retained, but the details and myth join Gouy design elements, the most obvious place to follow
the tail comes eagle wings wave pattern design and snakeskin patterns, and Eagle logo on the tongue, also under the mark Velcro
laces Egyptian hieroglyphics, replacing the previous crack design for the shoes add a lot of culture. Do not buy Nike Air Yeezy 2 of
my friends do not lose heart, Beijing and Shanghai will be in the 16th replenishment, so you buy it there is a glimmer of hope, and
specific information about the sale two days we will announce sense Interested friends you had better always pay attention to our
follow-up report, oh. 
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Source: hypebeast
; ; ; As we all know, McLaren management for private sponsors always very strict, but now their drivers - Lewis Hamilton and British
Reebok company signed up to twenty million US dollars in sponsorship agreements? ! 

; ; ; McLaren said in a statement, Lewis Hamilton's agent is negotiating his cooperation agreement with Reebok, if there is a result, it
will become Hamilton's Reebok? private sponsors. 

; ; ; media reports this morning, Reebok and Hamilton have been face to face talks, and the basic agreement - that is, Hamilton will
become sharp than the company One ambassador? - Reebok ambassadors Thierry Henry and include footballer Andrei
Shevchenko?. 

; ; ; Although McLaren has not been very much in favor of their riders have their own private sponsors, but the team says, Reebok will
discuss the results already told them, and they also There is no controversy. 

; ; ; team spokesman told the media, "we were able to determine, Lewis Hamilton's father, also his agent and Reebok Anthony has
carried out a detailed consultation? and the decision in this regard will be very careful. For this problem, Vodafone? McLaren?
Mercedes and Lewis and Anthony have been discussed. The end result is that any market behavior Lewis's Reebok ??
Commitment, Team McLaren Mercedes will now consistent with his Vodafone "

;. ; ; As of when to press, Lewis Hamilton and Reebok has signed a contracts, the total contract up to twenty million US dollars.
Adidas and Reebok company under the company's.
Nike Celtic heritage for centuries to create the commemorative jersey 2013-12-08 22:33:52
Day 
To celebrate the 125th anniversary of Celtic Football Club this milestone, Nike therefore on October 2, 2012 to launch a special
commemorative jersey. 
Which commemorative jersey reflects the long history of the club of Celtic heritage, compared with Nike's innovative design
incorporates advanced technology shirts, let the players feel comfortable at the same time with outstanding performance. New jersey
reproduce the Celtic club on May 28, 1888 the first official game wearing the jersey styles. Which is all white jersey shirt design, collar
positive and negative, respectively, black and green, so green and black with black shorts and white socks perfect match,
complement each other. In addition, Nike has redesigned the history of the club's first Celtic cross badge in order to pay tribute to the
club's origins and Irish background. Compared with the previous jersey, new jersey fabric weight by 23%, while the preparation of
structural strength increased by 20%, while this kind of jersey Nike Dri-FIT technology to help athletes quickly perspiration, and help
them stay on the pitch the body cool and dry. Shirts and shorts in the important seams T-consolidated interface, making the seams
stronger, and underwear Niece hot roll seam smooth, improve the comfort and quality jersey. Serving the ball through the ventilation
area to adjust the temperature, the ventilation area from the armpit to the waist by a series of tiny laser cut holes composed of air
circulation, in order to keep the players physical comfort.
With the end of last year and Fragment Design have launched a joint color and fame of this pair of Nike Roshe LD-1000, has once
again released a new set of color series, the designer choose tide wave point circle classical decorative elements shoes so this
would tide flavor shoes also do not have a flavor. I believe it will certainly not disgrace Nike lost mission. It is reported that the first
landing of the shoes now selling some stores, and interested friends may wish to shop look at it.

Timberland GT Scramble new color recommended 2013-12-08 22:52:42 Yesterday we recommend a pair of color extremely jump ;
Timberland GT Scramble new products, the ; Timberland also announced the addition of a color ; GT Scramble. The color used in
recent years hot olive green color, to orange outline details, I feel the military, yet the trend taste. Like friends can log on ; KithNYC ;
View purchase details.



Air Jordan 5 "Oreo" latest physical tushang 2013-12-08 23:34:21
Yesterday we reported the this highly anticipated ; Air Jordan 5 "Oreo" color will be at this year's Black Friday November 29 sale,
today, this shoe detail picture spread in the network. The ultimate interpretation of the black and white, and with a certain amount of
ink decoration, very beautiful. Like a friend and then wait a couple of months! 
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GEOX was founded in 1994. GEOX is a word from the Greek "GEO ", which means at the foot of the earth; for unknown "X" as the
symbol of the combination of technology, new idea and new technology, the implied meaning.

Italy GEOX company by virtue of its " RESPIRA " ( breathing ) international patent technology, makes the GEOX the rapid growth of
Italy ranked first in the casual shoes brand, sold in 55 countries and regions in the world, ranking the top 4 of world shoe line of
business.

GEOX -- will breathe shoes, through its " breathable, waterproof, cold sweat, " new technology innovation, to solve the rubber and
plastic waterproof airtight and leather bottom ventilation problems, not waterproof advocacy: comfort and health coexist, brought
brand-new consumption idea of consumers!

GEOX was founded by Italy meritorious entrepreneurs MARIO in 1994, by virtue of its secret would be " breathing", became popular
in the world more than 50 countries and regions, and quickly became the Italy is currently ranked first in the comfortable shoes brand.

The three international patents

The GEOX method and apply for the " breathing " ( RESPIRA ). The three international patents, its core is: waterproof breathable film



with micropore, can make the exhaust heat smooth foot sweat in shoes, but also can resist the external water infiltration.

Breathable, comfortable

Wearing GEOX shoes, can let the feet to obtain the " breath ", keep dry, so there are no longer like being wrapped in plastic bags of
the kind of " asphyxia " wet foot feeling, no smell, so as to avoid the odor and other related problems.
; ; ; a pair of "Adidas" or "Nike" sneakers wholesale price of 70-90 yuan, 30,000 pairs of such "international famous brand" sports
shoes on the heap in Hangzhou, a compound of several Wansongling within the warehouse, according to the market price, worth
more than 1,000 yuan. These shoes in Putian, Fujian business woman surnamed Chen and his nephew Chen was found guilty of
infringement of intellectual property crime on District People's Court were sentenced to four years and six months and three years
and six months, the woman surnamed Chen was also fined 50,000 yuan. 

Today is the International Day of intellectual property protection. Hangzhou police yesterday announced the case. The case was listed
as the Ministry of Commerce Brands Protection Committee 2005 - the first of ten cases in 2006. 

2004 �� 12 22, Hangzhou, Shanghai Public Security Bureau of Economic Investigation Detachment received a report an intellectual
property company, was amassed tens of thousands of dual fake world famous brand sports shoes in Hangzhou and Hangzhou as
transit station to the country for wholesale sales. 
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